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Abstract21

Changes in the Earth’s geomagnetic field induce geoelectric fields in the solid Earth.22

These electric fields drive Geomagnetically Induced Currents (GICs) in grounded, con-23

ducting infrastructure. These GICs can damage or degrade equipment if they are suf-24

ficiently intense - understanding and forecasting them is of critical importance. One of25

the key magnetospheric phenomena are Sudden Commencements (SCs). To examine the26

potential impact of SCs we evaluate the correlation between the measured maximum GICs27

and rate of change of the magnetic field (H ′) in 75 power grid transformers across New28

Zealand between 2001 and 2020.29

The maximum observed H ′ and GIC correlate well, with correlation coefficients (r2)30

around 0.7. We investigate the gradient of the relationship between H ′ and GIC, find-31

ing a hot spot close to Dunedin: where a given H ′ will drive the largest relative current32

(0.5A nT−1min). We observe strong intralocation variability, with the gradients vary-33

ing by a factor of two or more at adjacent transformers.34

We find that GICs are (on average) greater if they are related to: (a) SSCs (27%35

larger than SIs); (b) SCs while New Zealand is on the dayside of the Earth (27% larger36

than the nightside); and (c) SCs with a predominantly East-West magnetic field change37

(14% larger than North-South equivalents). These results are attributed to the geology38

of New Zealand and the geometry of the power network.39

We extrapolate to find that transformers near Dunedin would see 2000A or more40

during a theoretical extreme SC (H ′ = 4000 nT min−1).41

Plain Language Summary42

A changing magnetic field at the surface of the Earth will induce anomalous cur-43

rents in conducting infrastructure, such as a power network. There are many processes44

that can cause the Earth’s magnetic field to change, but we investigate one of the sim-45

plest: Sudden Commencements (SCs). SCs are caused by rapid increases in the density46

or velocity of the solar wind, and can be measured as a fast, mostly Northward change47

of the magnetic field on the ground. We compare the changes in the magnetic field with48

the currents observed at 75 locations across the New Zealand power network. We find49

a link between the changes in the magnetic field and the currents, but several locations50

appear to be more susceptible to large currents. We also find that some types of SC ap-51

pear to cause larger currents and that the effect of SCs is greater on the sunlit side of52

the Earth. Finally, we use the relationships we have seen over the last 20 years to see53

what would happen if a much larger event were to occur in the future.54

1 Introduction55

The interaction between the solar wind and the Earth’s magnetic field results in56

a large range of magnetospheric processes. Many of these global magnetospheric phe-57

nomena change the Earth’s magnetic field and generate dynamic currents in the iono-58

sphere. Consequently, a large range of magnetospheric processes are linked to rapid changes59

in the measured magnetic field on the surface of the Earth. This changing magnetic field60

- through Faraday’s law - will induce an electric field in the solid Earth, which will in61

turn generate anomalous currents in grounded conducting infrastructure, known as Ge-62

omagnetically Induced Currents (GICs). Presenting as an induced direct current (DC),63

these GICs can cause both the immediate failure of components in power infrastructure,64

in addition to prematurely aging equipment (Boteler et al., 1998; Bolduc, 2002; Beland65

& Small, 2004; Gaunt & Coetzee, 2007; Rajput et al., 2020). It has been estimated that66

an extreme space weather event, and corresponding large GICs, would result in the loss67

of billions of dollars for a western economy (Eastwood et al., 2018), including around £1668
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billion for the UK alone (Oughton et al., 2019). We therefore need to better understand69

and predict such events, enabling cost-saving mitigation to be undertaken.70

The magnitude of GICs that will be generated depends on several key factors, in-71

cluding: the orientation and frequency content of the changing magnetic field (Clilverd72

et al., 2020; Heyns et al., 2021; A. W. Smith et al., 2022); the conductivity profile of the73

local region (Bedrosian & Love, 2015; Beggan, 2015; Dimmock et al., 2019, 2020; Cordell74

et al., 2021); and the details of the geometry and electrical properties of the conduct-75

ing infrastructure (Beggan et al., 2013; Blake et al., 2018; Divett et al., 2018, 2020; Mac76

Manus, Rodger, Dalzell, et al., 2022). However, in general it has often been assumed that77

a larger rate of change of the magnetic field will drive larger GICs (Viljanen et al., 2001;78

Mac Manus et al., 2017; A. W. Smith et al., 2022). For this reason, much recent effort79

has been made to forecast the rate of change of the magnetic field (e.g. Wintoft et al.,80

2015; Keesee et al., 2020; Blandin et al., 2022; Madsen et al., 2022; Pinto et al., 2022;81

Upendran et al., 2022), or the probability that it will exceed defined thresholds (e.g. Pulkki-82

nen et al., 2013; Camporeale et al., 2020; A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Garton, et al., 2021;83

Coughlan et al., 2023). The focus on the magnetic field, rather than GICs, has partly84

been necessitated by the typical scarcity of freely available GIC observations, compared85

to the relative abundance of magnetic field measurements.86

Historically, GICs have been inferred to cause damage to power systems: for ex-87

ample in Quebec, Canada in 1989 (Bolduc, 2002; Beland & Small, 2004), Dunedin, New88

Zealand in 2001 (Rodger et al., 2017) and Malmö, Sweden in 2003 (Pulkkinen et al., 2005).89

For the incidents in Dunedin and Malmö, the first reported failures of electrical equip-90

ment were associated with the Sudden Commencement (SC) which preceded the start91

of a period of intense geomagnetic disturbance: a geomagnetic storm (Pulkkinen et al.,92

2005; Rodger et al., 2017). An SC is a rapid change in the Earth’s magnetic field (Araki,93

1994; Fiori et al., 2014), related to the impact of an increase in solar wind dynamic pres-94

sure, often a shock or discontinuity on near-Earth space (Takeuchi et al., 2002; Lühr et95

al., 2009; Oliveira et al., 2018; A. W. Smith et al., 2020). These shocks often precede other96

structures in the solar wind, such as CMEs (Coronal Mass Ejections) that are known to97

further drive elevated levels of magnetospheric activity (Akasofu & Chao, 1980; Gonza-98

lez et al., 1994; Zhou & Tsurutani, 2001; Yue et al., 2010), and consequently ground mag-99

netic field variability and related GICs (e.g. Dimmock et al., 2019; A. Smith et al., 2019;100

A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Freeman, 2021; Rogers et al., 2020; Love et al.,101

2022; Mac Manus, Rodger, Ingham, et al., 2022). SCs are often subdivided into two broad102

categories: those that are followed by further magnetospheric activity, termed Storm Sud-103

den Commencements (SSCs); and those that are not, which are termed Sudden Impulses104

(SIs) (e.g. Mayaud, 1973).105

Amongst the key magnetospheric drivers of large changes of the geomagnetic field,106

SCs are one of the most simple to model. However, while often considered as simply north-107

ward deflections of the magnetic field, the magnetic field signature has two main com-108

ponents, whose relative dominance varies with latitude: the DL and DP perturbations109

(Araki, 1994). The DL component - dominant at low latitudes - is the direct compres-110

sional contribution, driven by the inward motion of the magnetopause and necessarily111

increased magnetopause current. Meanwhile, the DP component - dominant at high lat-112

itudes - is caused by the compressional wave (launched by the inward magnetopause mo-113

tion) coupling to shear Alfvén waves in the magnetosphere (Southwood & Kivelson, 1990),114

the ionospheric footprints of which are linked to twin traveling convection vortices (TCVs)115

in the high latitude ionosphere (Friis-Christensen et al., 1988). These vortices move away116

from the noon meridian, but their strength maximizes around 0900 solar local time (Moretto117

et al., 1997). Therefore, the ground magnetic field signature and the “size” of an SC on118

the ground will vary with both latitude (e.g. Takeuchi et al., 2002; Fiori et al., 2014; A. W. Smith,119

Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Freeman, 2021; Fogg, Lester, et al., 2023) and local time (e.g.120

Kokubun, 1983; Russell et al., 1992).121
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While SCs represent a relatively simple signature, there is inherent variability in122

the frequency content and the vector rate of change of the magnetic field during an SC123

(e.g. with MLT) which provides a source of uncertainty to simple mappings between the124

observed magnetic field changes and GICs, even at a fixed location. Examining more than125

15 years of GIC observations made at a single power grid transformer near Christchurch126

in New Zealand, A. W. Smith et al. (2022) showed that SCs that occurred while New127

Zealand was on the dayside of the planet were related to GICs that were 30% larger than128

if New Zealand were on the night-side for the same magnetic field rate of change. This129

could not be accounted for by controlling for the dominant orientation of the largest rate130

of change of the field, and was inferred to be partly due to the different frequency con-131

tent of the SC signature at different local times.132

In this study, we expand on the work of A. W. Smith et al. (2022), assessing how133

GIC observed at 75 different power grid transformers in the New Zealand power network134

are impacted by SCs. We determine whether the type of SC is important, if the previ-135

ous day/night asymmetry is common across the network, and how the dominant orien-136

tation of the SC signature impacts distinct part of the system. Finally, we assess the GICs137

that would be induced during a reasonable, but extreme geomagnetic disturbance oc-138

curring at a mid latitude location (e.g. New Zealand or indeed the United Kingdom/Ireland).139

2 Data140

In this study we utilize the long-term magnetic field observations made at the Eyrewell141

(EYR) magnetometer station, at a cadence of 1 minute. In particular, we calculate the142

rate of change of the horizontal component of the magnetic field (H ′), which been shown143

in the past to correlate well with observed GICs (e.g. Viljanen et al., 2001; Mac Manus144

et al., 2017; A. W. Smith et al., 2022).145

We compare these magnetic field observations with GIC data from 22 substations146

around New Zealand, at which we have data from 75 different transformers (in many sub-147

stations there are multiple transformers which are instrumented to measure GIC). GIC148

data from these transformers have been collected for different lengths of time, but over-149

all we investigate the period between 2001 and 2020. A detailed description of the in-150

strumentation and method by which the GIC data have been generated can be found151

in Mac Manus et al. (2017). Further, Clilverd et al. (2020) describe how the data are recorded152

at 4 s resolution if the GICs observed are dynamic, as would be expected during an SC.153

The time resolution is lower if the GIC values are changing little (e.g. less than 0.2A).154

For this study, we use uncompressed 4 s data.155

To identify Sudden Commencements, we initially use the SOHO interplanetary shock156

list. This catalog has been derived through the use of the ShockSpotter method (https://157

space.umd.edu/pm/) on data from the SOHO spacecraft at the L1 point. The SOHO158

list has then been inspected to ensure that there is a clear and recognizable SC signa-159

ture (i.e. a magnetic field deflection close to the predicted shock impact time) seen in160

the magnetometer data recorded at EYR. For the period between 2001 and 2020 this list161

comprises a total of 232 SCs, a subset of which will have the requisite GIC data at each162

of the 75 transformers. Further, we define an SSC to be an SC that is followed within163

24 hours by a SymH of −50 nT or less, a similar criteria to that typically employed (e.g.164

Fiori et al., 2014; A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Freeman, 2021; Fogg, Jackman,165

Coco, et al., 2023). Meanwhile, if SymH exceeds −50nT for the 24 hours after the SC166

then it is categorized as an SI.167

2.1 Method168

In this study we investigate the correlation between the maximum rate of change169

of the horizontal magnetic field (H ′) and the GICs observed in 75 transformers across170
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Figure 1. The correlations between the maximum H ′ and GIC observed during Sudden Com-

mencements (SCs) at four example transformers: (a) Waitaki number 22, (b) Islington number 6,

(c) South Dunedin number 2, and (d) Halfway Bush number 4. Linear fits and the fit parameters

obtained through orthogonal distance regression are included for each transformer.

22 substations in New Zealand. We expand the work of A. W. Smith et al. (2022), who171

investigated this relationship for a single transformer in Christchurch (ISL M6, i.e. trans-172

former number 6 from the Islington substation). For both H ′ and the GIC observations173

we take the maximum value observed from −30 s before the impact of the SC to 150 s174

afterwards, in order to account for time aliasing and inductance within the power sys-175

tem, following the same process as in A. W. Smith et al. (2022). The gradient of the cor-176

relation provides an indication of the susceptibility of the transformer to GICs, effectively177

how easily a given rate of change of the magnetic field (H ′) will drive GICs for a trans-178

former in that part of the network.179

Figure 1 shows the correlation between the maximum H ′ and GIC observed at four180

example transformers. The correlations have been fit using linear orthogonal distance181

regression (ODR), as it allows consideration that both variables may have uncertainty182

(in contrast to ordinary least squares). The fit parameters and uncertainties are provided183
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on the panels, along with the r2 of the correlations. The fits are constrained to lie through184

the origin (i.e. a linear fit with zero constant), though we note that this largely does not185

change the fits obtained. These four transformers have been selected on the basis that186

their correlations provide a range of gradients, from 0.021 A nT−1 min at the WTK (Wait-187

aki) transformer to 0.598 A nT−1 min at the HWB (Halfway Bush, Dunedin) transformer.188

For comparison we have also included ISL M6 (Islington), which formed the basis of a189

previous study (A. W. Smith et al., 2022). ISL M6 was selected previously as it provides190

the longest continuous GIC measurements - as seen from the 183 SCs from which we have191

data.192

While a range of gradients are observed in the four example transformers, we note193

that the correlations are high - with r2 values above 0.75. However, there is some scat-194

ter evident in Figure 1, particularly in the lower two panels where the gradients of the195

correlations are higher. At ISL M6 (Figure 1b) this scatter has been linked to the more196

precise detail of the SC magnetic signature, such as the directionality and frequency con-197

tent of the magnetic changes (A. W. Smith et al., 2022).198

For context, an observed GIC of 5A has been inferred to be “significant” for some199

types of transformer that are present in the New Zealand power network (Mac Manus200

et al., 2017), with large geomagnetic storms being associated with GICs of between 20201

and 50A. The transformer failure at HWB in Dunedin in 2001 has been linked to GICs202

of around 100A (Rodger et al., 2017), though indications of transformers being under203

considerable stress have been observed at much lower levels of GIC (Rodger et al., 2020).204

We can see in Figure 1 that all of the observed GICs during SCs at the four example sta-205

tions are below ∼ 50A in the period of study.206

3 Results207

In Figure 2a, we show the gradients that are obtained at the 75 transformers across208

New Zealand, with associated uncertainties, ordered alphabetically. The lower panel, Fig-209

ure 2b, provides contextual information with the points showing the r2 associated with210

the correlations (left axis), and the bars showing the number of SCs for which there was211

sufficient GIC and magnetometer data (right axis). Transformers with fewer than five212

SCs, or with an r2 less than 0.5 are indicated with a gray cross (+) in Figure 2a - to-213

taling 21 of the 75 transformers.214

Previously, A. W. Smith et al. (2022) investigated ISL M6, finding a gradient of215

0.21A nT−1 min. While ISL M6 was selected as it had the longest historical dataset -216

equivalent to the largest number of SCs in the sample period (Figure 2b) - we can see217

that the gradient of the correlation at ISL M6 is by no means anomalous. Three trans-218

formers at two locations show gradients over a factor of two larger (0.5A nT−1 min and219

above): Halfway Bush (HWB) and South Dunedin (SDN). However, we see that at the220

vast majority of locations the gradients are much lower, less than 0.1A nT−1 min. This221

speaks to a large difference in the GIC experienced across New Zealand during SCs, and222

the complex interplay between the geology of the country and the distribution and de-223

sign of the power network. Interestingly, we also see significant variability between dif-224

ferent transformers within the same location, likely due to different earthing or wind-225

ing resistances. For example, at Ashburton (black dots) and Invercargill (red dots) we226

see differences of around a factor of two between different transformers. This is consis-227

tent with what has been reported before in the New Zealand data, with large differences228

between closely spaced substations (e.g. Mac Manus et al. (2017), Figure 5) and inside229

the same substation (Divett et al. (2018), Table 1).230
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Figure 2. A statistical summary of the correlations between the maximum observed H ′ and

GICs at the 75 transformers (22 substations) in our study. Top, a: the gradient associated with

the correlation (with uncertainty represented by the standard deviation), with the color/marker

indicating the geographical location (i.e. substation). Bottom, b: contextual information regard-

ing the r2 (points, left axis) and number of events (bars, right axis) for each transformer. The

horizontal red dashed line indicates an r2 of 0.5. Transformers with fewer than five SCs, or with

an r2 < 0.5 are indicated in panel (a) with a gray cross (+).
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Figure 3. The gradient of the correlation between the maximum H ′ and GIC observed during

SCs. Left, a: the distribution of the transformers across New Zealand. Where multiple trans-

formers are found at the same geographical location a northward offset is added to separate the

observations visually. Right, b: a stacked histogram of the r2 obtained from the correlations.

Transformers where less than five SCs were recorded, or an r2 below 0.5 was obtained, are in-

cluded in gray.

3.1 Geographical Distribution231

Figure 3a shows the geographical distributions of the gradients reported in Figure232

2, focused on the South Island and lower North Island of New Zealand. A northward off-233

set is used to separate any transformers at the same location, while any transformers with234

a correlation below 0.5, or fewer than five SCs in the dataset, are colored gray. As above,235

we see across most of New Zealand the gradients obtained are around 0.1A nT−1 min,236

however Dunedin and Halfway Bush (colored yellow in the lower South East) are a very237

clear exception. Further north, around the Christchurch peninsula (∼ 173◦ longitude,238

−44◦ latitude) we see another region of moderately higher gradient. We note that this239

is close to the Eyrewell magnetometer, whose data are used for the correlations. We will240

discuss the use of the single magnetometer station in Section 4.1. The noted intra-location241

variability is also clear from Figure 3, particularly in the densely sampled region in the242

center of the South island.243

3.2 Geomagnetic Storm Relation244

Recently, A. W. Smith et al. (2022) found that ISL M6 observed a 22% greater GIC245

if the SC was followed by a geomagnetic storm (an SSC), as opposed to an isolated SC246

(an SI). In this work, we test if the difference between SSC and SIs holds across the New247

Zealand network. Figure 4 shows a comparison between the gradients of the correlation248

(between the maximum H ′ and GIC) obtained for SSCs and SIs. If these gradients are249

the same, then the points would lie along the black dashed line of gradient unity in Fig-250

ure 4a, and the ratio in Figure 4b would be equal to one. Transformers for which there251

were data for fewer than five SSCs and SIs or an r2 lower than 0.5 was recovered are col-252

ored gray.253

There is considerable scatter at low gradients in Figure 4, however a large portion254

of the scatter is contributed by events for which there are few SSCs/SIs or poor corre-255

lations (i.e. in gray). Limiting our analysis to the 27 transformers with sufficient data256

and clear correlations (i.e. the non-gray points in Figure 4a and Figure 4b), shows a clear257

preference for larger gradients during SSC-type events. The ratio of the gradients ob-258

served for SSC-related events to SI-related events is shown in Figure 4b. The mean of259
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Figure 4. A comparison of the gradients of the correlations (between the maximum H ′ and

GIC) obtained during SSC-type and SI-type events. Left, a: a direct comparison of the gradients

at each of the 75 locations. Right, b: a histogram of the ratio of the gradients. For both panels

the yellow and red dashed lines indicate differences of 10% and 20%, respectively. Locations for

which there are fewer than five events in either category, or an r2 of less than 0.5 is recovered,

are indicated in gray, and are not included in histogram.

the 27 transformers with sufficient data shows that SSCs drive 26% greater GICs for a260

given H ′, and therefore the results from ISL M6 are representative of those in the wider261

network. Some transformers show a difference of up to 40% between SSCs and SIs, in-262

dicating a systematic uncertainty associated with connecting a given H ′ to a GIC.263

3.3 Local Time and Directional Dependence264

A. W. Smith et al. (2022) also showed that the gradient between H ′ at EYR and265

the GIC amplitude at ISL M6 varied depending on two other factors. The first is that266

SCs that occur when New Zealand is on the dayside of the planet appear 30% more ef-267

ficient at generating GICs for the same H ′, while the second is that SCs whose magnetic268

signature was predominantly in the East-West direction are linked to 36% larger GICs.269

Figure 5 explores whether these key relations hold for other locations, in a similar for-270

mat to Figure 4. Once more, subsets of events for which there are fewer than 5 events271

or with correlations (r2) below 0.5 are shown in gray in Figures 5a and b, and are not272

included in the histograms in Figures 5c and d.273

Figure 5a shows the comparison between those SCs that occur when New Zealand274

is on the dayside and nightside of the Earth. In total, 49 out of 75 transformers have suf-275

ficient data and high enough correlations to be included in this analysis and compari-276

son. There appears to be a shift, particularly at smaller gradients (e.g. less than 0.3A nT−1 min),277

with the “day” gradients being larger by 20% or more. However, this difference is smaller278

for the three transformers with larger gradients (located at South Dunedin and Halfway279

Bush). Nonetheless, inspecting the ratios in Figure 5c, we see that on average the gra-280

dients are 27% larger when New Zealand is on the dayside of the Earth, and they can281

be over 40% larger at some locations.282

Further, in Figure 5b we see that below 0.3A nT−1 min SCs whose largest rate of283

change is predominantly in the east-west direction (“dY” events) are linked to peak GICs284
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Figure 5. A comparison of the gradients of the correlations obtained for SCs when New

Zealand is on the dayside/nightside of the Earth (a and c), and dX/dY dominant SCs (b and b),

in a similar format to Figure 4.

that are over 10% greater. However, once more any difference is weaker or non-existent285

(∼ ±10%) for those transformers with larger gradients (> 0.3A nT−1 min). Inspect-286

ing the ratios in Figure 5d we see that the distribution is indeed skewed, with dY dom-287

inant events more often being linked to larger gradients.288

While the mean of both ratios is skewed towards dayside and dY dominant events,289

there are transformers and locations where this is not the case. It is possible that there290

are geographical effects, with any effect occurring (or not occurring) in certain regions,291

given the geometry of the power network and geology of the local area.292

Figure 6 explores the geographical distribution of the results in Figure 5. The top293

two rows show the gradients of the correlations obtained when New Zealand is on the294

day/night side (left) and for SCs for which the maximum rate of change is predominantly295

in the east/west direction (right). Figure 6e and f show the ratios of the gradients above:296

the geographical distribution of the data in Figure 5c and d. As before, if there are fewer297
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than five SCs within each subset, or the correlation is low (r2 < 0.5) then the points298

are colored gray. In the bottom of Figure 6 we limit the display to those events where299

the difference between the subsets are statistically significant at the p = 0.05 level.300

In Figure 6e we see that most transformers are red in color, indicating that the gra-301

dients when New Zealand are on the dayside are greater (as discussed above). Interest-302

ingly, transformers for which this is not the case (i.e. blue crosses) are not limited to one303

location, but are in fact found at several locations in the South and West of the South304

Island - in places where adjacent transformers see stronger dayside gradients. We note305

that the majority of the data are retained from Figure 6e to Figure 6g, indicating that306

most of the day/night differences are statistically significant at the p = 0.05 level.307

Meanwhile, in Figure 6f, the majority of transformers are colored blue, this time308

showing that SCs that are predominantly in the east-west direction (dY dominant) are309

associated with a correlation with a steeper gradient. However, there are more transform-310

ers for which this is not the case as compared to Figure 6e. While these exceptions are311

mostly spread out across the South Island, they do appear more prevalent in the South312

and West: in particular the Southern-most locations are mostly characterized by North-313

South (dX) dominant SCs being linked to larger gradients.314

4 Discussion315

4.1 Spatial Variability of the Magnetic Field316

Within the analysis above we have used the data from a single magnetic field ob-317

servatory (Eyrewell, EYR), out of necessity. This single station has then been compared318

to the GICs recorded at 75 transformers (in 22 substations) across New Zealand. How-319

ever in Europe, the rate of change of the magnetic field has been found to vary by fac-320

tors of two to three over distances of ∼ 500 km (Dimmock et al., 2020), albeit at a com-321

paratively high latitude. More generally magnetic disturbances at mid-latitudes have been322

found to correlate well over a scale of several hundred kilometers (Dimitrakoudis et al.,323

2022). This may be a source of uncertainty in our study: the South Island is approxi-324

mately 700 km in length. The source of the spatial variability of the magnetic field is both325

the small-scale size of the inducing ionospheric current systems (e.g. Pulkkinen et al.,326

2003; Forsyth et al., 2014; Ngwira et al., 2015, 2018) and complexity in the ground con-327

ductivity profiles (e.g. Bedrosian & Love, 2015; Beggan, 2015). Nevertheless, the cur-328

rents associated with SCs are thought to be relatively large scale (Araki, 1994; Kokubun,329

1983; Friis-Christensen et al., 1988; Russell et al., 1992), at least compared with those330

associated with substorms (e.g. Forsyth et al., 2014; Ngwira et al., 2018). Whilst the ground331

conductivity profiles are fixed at each measurement location, the consequences of the ge-332

ology will depend upon the direction of the field changes, as well as their frequency con-333

tent (e.g. Clilverd et al., 2020), both of which have been highlighted as important and334

variable for SCs (A. W. Smith et al., 2022). These factors will introduce intrinsic scat-335

ter in our correlations.336

The use of the Eyrewell magnetometer will be most valid for the stations around337

the middle of the South Island, where the majority of data resides. We note that we do338

not see a strong relationship between the correlation (e.g. r2) obtained comparing the339

maximum H ′ and GIC during SCs and the distance from the Eyrewell magnetometer,340

for example in Figure 3. In fact, some of the poorest correlations are obtained at Isling-341

ton, the most proximate location to the magnetometer site at Eyrewell. We find that the342

majority of transformers evaluated return an r2 of around 0.7, which is comparable to343

that obtained in previous works for close magnetometers and GIC measurements (A. W. Smith344

et al., 2022).345
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Figure 6. The geographical distribution of gradients in New Zealand, left: comparing day-

side and nightside SCs; right: comparing the dX and dY dominant SCs. As in Figure 3, where

multiple transformers are at a single location an additional northward offset is applied to sepa-

rate the points. Left, (a, c, e, g): the gradient for dayside and nightside SCs (a, c), the ratio of

dayside/nightside with all valid transformers (e), and only those with a statistically significant

(p < 0.05) difference (g). Right, (b, d, f, h): the gradient for dX and dY dominant SCs (b, d), the

ratio of dX/dY SCs with all valid transformers (f), and only those with a statistically significant

(p < 0.05) difference (h). As above, if fewer than 5 SCs are available or a correlation (r2) below

0.5 is obtained then the transformer is colored gray.
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4.2 Local Time and Vector Orientation Dependence346

SCs are often observed in one minute resolution magnetic field data (e.g. Fiori et347

al., 2014; Oliveira et al., 2018; A. W. Smith et al., 2019; A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger,348

& Freeman, 2021). Within these data sets, particularly when assessing the rate of change349

of the magnetic field or H ′, SCs can appear to be a single family of magnetic signatures350

- a sharp spike that may last for several minutes. However, there is considerable struc-351

ture to these magnetic field changes (e.g. Fogg, Lester, et al., 2023). An SC can be de-352

scribed by two separate components: the DL and DP components, or compressional and353

Alfvénic contributions as described above (Araki, 1994). The strength of these two com-354

ponents will determine the frequency content and orientation of the magnetic field sig-355

nature, both of which depend on the location in latitude and local time.356

A previous study of the link between SCs and GICs in New Zealand noted that the357

correspondence was dependent upon the local time and the dominant direction of the358

largest rate of change of the field (A. W. Smith et al., 2022). The local time dependence359

was inferred to be a result of a combination of the sub-minute resolution detail of the360

SC signature, and vector direction - both of which were inferred to be different on the361

dayside of the planet. Ultimately, SCs that were directed predominantly in the East-West362

direction, or were observed when New Zealand was on the dayside were associated with363

GICs at ISL M6 that were 36% and 30% larger, respectively.364

In this work we confirm that, at least for the transformers in New Zealand for which365

we have sufficient data, the relationships earlier reported for ISL M6 predominantly hold366

true. On average, transformers observe 27% stronger GICs if New Zealand is on the day-367

side of the Earth, and 14% larger GICs is the largest H ′ is oriented mostly in the East-368

West direction. However, we do find some transformers for which this is not the case.369

These results demonstrate that the full vector, sub-minute resolution magnetic field sig-370

nature is important to consider when interpreting the space weather impact of a given371

event. Much work in recent times has focused on forecasting the one minute rate of change372

of the geomagnetic field (e.g. Wintoft et al., 2015; Keesee et al., 2020; Blandin et al., 2022;373

Pinto et al., 2022), or when it will exceed predefined thresholds (Pulkkinen et al., 2013;374

Camporeale et al., 2020; A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Garton, et al., 2021; Coughlan et375

al., 2023). However, we have shown that even if the magnitude of H ′ is predicted per-376

fectly, and even though H ′ and GIC linearly correlate rather well (Viljanen et al., 2001;377

Mac Manus et al., 2017), any GIC derived through a simple correlation will still come378

with considerable uncertainty due to the orientation of H ′ and the sub-minute frequency379

content of the magnetic changes. We note that the differences derived above (i.e. 30%380

depending on local time and 14% depending on the orientation), are found for the hor-381

izontal ground magnetic field changes observed at ground level for a relatively simple mag-382

netospheric process that can be described by a limited range of components: for more383

complex phenomena such as substorm current systems it is likely that there will be greater384

uncertainty in any linear mapping between GICs and H ′.385

4.3 Intra-Location Variability386

We believe that one of the most interesting findings from the current study is the387

intra-location variability in the GICs recorded during SCs. In Figure 2 we can see that388

some locations (e.g. Ashburton, Cromwell, Invercargill and Islington) show differences389

of around a factor of two between transformers. As the magnetic field data (i.e. H ′) are390

fixed by the use of the EYR magnetic observatory, this intra-location variability must391

come from the GIC observations - assuming that approximately the same subset of SCs392

are being compared. Further, in Figure 6 we see that the transformers at a single loca-393

tion respond in different ways to the orientation of SCs: some will be more sensitive to394

North-South oriented SCs while others nearby will be related to larger GICs for East-395

West oriented SCs. This highlights the importance of the specific set up of each trans-396
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former, the connectivity and resistances for example, in determining the GIC that will397

flow, and the limitations of calculating a single GIC at each location. Transformer-level398

modeling of GICs is required (e.g. Divett et al., 2018; Mac Manus, Rodger, Ingham, et399

al., 2022).400

4.4 Extreme Events401

Large historical events are often scaled to estimate the impact of more extreme events.402

For example, Mac Manus, Rodger, Dalzell, et al. (2022) scale large events from the past403

30 years such that the maximum value of H ′ matches those expected from the literature:404

in this case for a maximum value of 4000 nT min−1. This value corresponds to the up-405

per limit of the 95% confidence limit for a 100 year return period at New Zealand’s ge-406

omagnetic latitude (Thomson et al., 2011). It is also consistent with the 5000 nT min−1
407

reported by a recent worst-case-scenario report for comparable geomagnetic latitudes in408

the UK (Hapgood et al., 2021). We note that during the October 2003 and September409

2017 geomagnetic storms the largest H ′ at EYR was observed during the SC at the start410

of the storm (Figure 1 of Mac Manus, Rodger, Dalzell, et al. (2022)).411

Motivated by this, Figure 7 details the GICs that would be observed across New412

Zealand, should an SC-related H ′ of 4000 nT min−1 be recorded - assuming that the cor-413

relations reported above hold true. Most locations would incur a GIC of < 500A. How-414

ever, we see that South Dunedin is exposed to particularly large GICs of ∼ 2000A, a415

finding that is consistent with Dunedin being the location where power infrastructure416

was impacted during an SC in the past (Rodger et al., 2017). These are extremely high417

levels, vastly beyond anything that has been recorded in the New Zealand network dur-418

ing our study interval, and well above that which would cause concern (Mac Manus, Rodger,419

Dalzell, et al., 2022). As discussed above, we also see large variations within locations420

- near Christchurch the inferred maximum GICs in different transformers span several421

orders of magnitude. We note that it is currently not known how an SC giving a H ′ of422

4000 nT min−1 would correspond to a solar wind transient. The results of Fogg, Jack-423

man, Malone-Leigh, et al. (2023) suggest that for a location in Ireland, at a similar mag-424

netic latitude to EYR, the onset of an SC may contribute extreme H ′, but processes dur-425

ing the main and recovery phases of geomagnetic storms have contributed larger extreme426

H ′ observations in the past. Indeed at mid-latitudes in Europe, the three days follow-427

ing an SSC have been found to contain the vast majority of extreme rates of change of428

the magnetic field (A. W. Smith et al., 2019; A. W. Smith, Forsyth, Rae, Rodger, & Free-429

man, 2021). This is a topic that should be further explored in the future.430

5 Summary and Conclusions431

In this work we have investigated the correlation between the largest H ′ and GIC432

recorded during Sudden Commencements (SCs) over the last 20 years across the New433

Zealand power network. We use data from 75 transformers, spanning 22 substations across434

the country, though mostly located in the South Island.435

We find that for the majority of the 75 transformers the maximum H ′ and GIC436

during SCs correlates to a high degree, typically r2 ∼ 0.7. We then focus on the gra-437

dient of the correlation, effectively the magnitude of the GIC observed per unit H ′. The438

gradient of the correlation is highest at transformers in the South-East of New Zealand,439

near Dunedin (∼ 0.5A nT−1 min), and some transformers near Christchurch (∼ 0.2A nT−1 min).440

While we find a large hotspot in the South-East, we also find that the gradient can vary441

by a factor of two or more for transformers at the same location, i.e. intra-substation442

variability, highlighting the importance of detailed modeling of the components of power443

infrastructure (e.g. Mac Manus, Rodger, Ingham, et al., 2022).444
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Figure 7. The GIC extrapolated to result from a H ′ of 4000 nT min−1 during an SC. Left

(a), the geographical distribution of GIC, a northward offset has been added to additional trans-

formers at the same location to improve the clarity. Right (b), the distribution of GIC observed.

We then assess factors that could explain a portion of the scatter in the correla-445

tions, analyzing subsets of the SCs to test if sub-populations contain distinct behavior,446

as has been previously suggested in results from a single location (A. W. Smith et al.,447

2022). Firstly, we show that SCs that are followed by geomagnetic storms (i.e. SSCs)448

correspond to GICs that are on average 26% greater, compared to SIs, for the same per449

unit H ′. Secondly, we show that SCs that occur when New Zealand is on the dayside450

of the Earth are linked to 27% greater GICs than if the SC occurs when New Zealand451

is on the nightside. Thirdly, we find that SCs whose largest H ′ is oriented predominantly452

in the East-West direction are linked to 14% larger GICs, on average across New Zealand.453

These results highlight the importance of the vector direction and sub-minute resolution454

frequency content of the SC magnetic signature. Information on both is lost when the455

data are reduced to H ′ at a one minute cadence. Even for a relatively simple magnetic456

signature, this represents a source of scatter/uncertainty when mapping between the mag-457

netic field and induced GICs.458

Extrapolating our results to a reasonable but extreme event (for which H ′ = 4000 nT min−1),459

we find that most locations in New Zealand see maximum GIC below 500A, while the460

Dunedin area would be exposed to a peak GIC of over 2000A - an unprecedented level461

of GIC, well beyond any observations over the past 20 years.462

6 Open Research463

The results presented in this paper rely on the data collected at the Eyrewell mag-464

netometer station. The data were downloaded from https://intermagnet.github.io and465

are freely available there. The New Zealand electrical transmission network DC measure-466

ments were provided to us by Transpower New Zealand with caveats and restrictions.467

This includes requirements of permission before all publications and presentations and468

no ability to provide the observations themselves. Requests for access to these charac-469

teristics and the DC measurements need to be made to Transpower New Zealand. At470

this time, the contact point is M. Dalzell (Michael.Dalzell@transpower.co.nz).471
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The analysis in this paper was performed using python, including the pandas (McKinney,472

2010), NumPy (Van Der Walt et al., 2011), SciPy (Virtanen et al., 2020), and Matplotlib473

(Hunter, 2007) libraries.474
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